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Abstract 

One of the key points to reduce the world dependence on fossil fuels and the emissions of 
greenhouse gases is the use of renewable energy sources. Recent studies showed that wind 
energy is a significant source of renewable energy which is capable to meet the global 
energy demands. However, such energy cannot be harvested by today’s technology, based 
on wind towers, which has nearly reached its economical and technological limits. The 
major part of the atmospheric wind is inaccessible to the conventional wind turbines and 
wind at higher altitude is the major source of potential energy which has not been fully 
exploited yet. The thesis paper has presented a study aimed to devise a new class of wind 
generator based on extracting energy from high altitude wind. 

A brief theoretical study is presented to evaluate the potential of an innovative high altitude 
wind power technology which exploits a tethered airfoil to extract energy from wind at 
higher altitude. Among the various concepts proposed over last few decades, a kite power 
system with a single kite is selected for the design purpose.  

The designed ground station is an improvisation over existing prototypes with an energy 
reservoir for having a continuous power output. A flywheel is used as the energy storage 
system which stores the extra energy during traction phases and supplies it during recovery 
phases and thus giving a continuous power generation regardless of the kite’s motion and 
keeping the rotor speed in a permissible range defined by the design constraints. 
Manufacturability of the structure, availability of the components, safety and maintenance 
criteria have been taken into account while building the ground station CAD model.  

A dynamic simulation model is developed to investigate the power transmission system of 
the kite power unit which reflects the torque, speed and power behaviour of the modelled 
ground station driveline. The functionality of the designed model for the selected concept is 
tested with several numerical and graphical examples. 
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Nomenclature 

A Kite area [m2] 

a1 Major axis of elliptical arm section [mm] 

b Rim width [mm] 

b1 Minor axis of elliptical arm section [mm] 

CD Drag coefficient  [-] 

CL Lift coefficient  [-] 

CS Coefficient of fluctuation of speed [-] 

CD,c Cable drag coefficient [-] 

D Viscous damping coefficient [N.ms/rad] 

D Mean flywheel diameter [m] 

d Cable diameter [m] 

d Shaft diameter [m] 

d Pitch circle diameter [mm] 

dh Hub diameter [m] 

di Internal diameter [m] 

do External diameter [m] 

d1 Pitch circle diameter of the smaller sprocket [mm] 

d2 Pitch circle diameter of the larger sprocket [mm] 

E Glide ratio/Aerodynamic efficiency [-] 

E Energy [J] 

Et Surplus energy during traction [J] 

∆E Maximum fluctuation of energy [J] 

F Function [-] 

F Force [N] 

FD Drag force [N] 

FL Lift force [N] 

Faer Aerodynamic force [N] 

Fapp Apparent force  [N] 

Fgrav Gravitational force [N] 

Fc,trc Traction force [N] 

Fr Force along r coordinate [N] 

Fθ Force along θ coordinate [N] 

Fυ Force along υ coordinate [N] 
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h Altitude [m] 

I Flywheel inertia [kg-m2] 

Im Motor current [A] 

i Speed ratio [-] 

J Inertia [kg-m2] 

K Number of chain links [-] 

KS Service factor [-] 

K1 Load factor [-] 

K2 Lubrication factor [-] 

K3 Rating factor [-] 

k Diameter ratio [-] 

L Line length [m] 

L Chain length [m] 

lh Hub length [mm] 

m Mass of flywheel [kg] 

mr Mass of rim [kg] 

N Angular speed [rpm] 

n Number of arms in flywheel [-] 

P  Power  [W] 

Pm Motor power [W] 

PR Recovery power [W] 

PT Traction power [W] 

Pw Power density [-] 

p Pitch [mm] 

R Winch radius [m] 

r Cable length [m] 

r Radius [m] 

s Linear distance [m] 

T Torque [Nm] 

Tg Generator torque [Nm] 

Tm Motor torque [Nm] 

Tmax Maximum torque [Nm] 

Tmin Minimum torque [Nm] 

Tmean Mean torque [Nm] 

T1 Number of teeth on smaller sprocket [-] 

T2 Number of teeth on larger sprocket [-] 

t Rim thickness [mm] 

Vm Motor voltage [V] 

Vw Wind velocity  [m/s] 
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v Peripheral velocity of flywheel [m/s] 

v Pitch line velocity of the smaller sprocket [m/s] 

vL Tether speed [m/s] 

W Chain load [N] 

WB Breaking load of chain [N] 

We Effective wind speed [m/s] 

We,r Effective wind speed along cable direction [m/s] 

W0 Absolute wind speed [m/s] 

x Center distance [m] 

zy Section modulus [mm3] 

α Angular acceleration [rad/s2] 

θ Angle [rad] 

θ Cable inclination angle [rad] 

ρ Density [kg/m3] 

σb Bending stress [MPa] 

σt Tensile stress [MPa] 

σtotal Total stress [MPa] 

τ Shear stress [MPa] 

τd Design shear stress [MPa] 

υ Cable azimuthal angle [rad] 

ω Angular speed [rad/s] 

ω1 Maximum angular speed [rad/s] 

ω2 Minimum angular speed [rad/s] 

 

Abbreviations 

3D – Three Dimensional 

CAD – Computer Aided Design 

CATIA – Computer Aided Three-dimensional Interactive Application 

DYMOLA – Dynamic Modeling Laboratory 

KCU – Kite Control Unit 

KSU – Kite Steering Unit 

HAWE – High Altitude Wind Energy 

HAWP – High Altitude Wind Power 
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Introduction 

One of the most important challenges that mankind is facing today is the sustainable 
energy generation. A large fraction of energy demands around the world are covered by 
fossil fuels (oil, gas and coal etc.) but the amount of fossil fuel available is not enough to 
meet the increasing demand of energy day by day [1]. The cost of energy obtained from 
fossil fuel is also increasing continuously due to this rapid increase of demand. Moreover, 
energy generation from fossil sources has some adverse effects on the environment such as 
global warming and climate change due to excessive amount of carbon dioxide along with 
some other harmful wastes emission. These negative impacts on the environment are 
recognized worldwide and lead to additional costs. One of the key points to reduce the 
world dependence on fossil fuels and the emissions of greenhouse gases is the use of a 
suitable combination of alternative and renewable energy sources [1]. Renewable energies 
like wind, solar, biomass, geothermal and hydropower could meet the global energy needs 
without any major environmental impact in terms of pollution and global warming. 
However, the costs related to such energy sources are not competitive without incentives, 
mainly due to the high costs of the related technologies, their discontinuous and non-
uniform availability and the low generated power density per unit area [1]. 

Among various renewable energy sources, wind energy is considered to be an ideal 
renewable energy source [2]. It is sustainable and clean. Recent studies showed that there is 
enough potential in the total world wind power to meet the global energy needs. It is a 
source of huge potential power that has not been fully exploited yet. The entire world’s 
energy demand could be supplied by exploiting 20% of the global land sites of “class 3” or 
more i.e. with an average wind speed greater than 6.9 m/s at 80 m above the ground [3]. 
However, such potential cannot be harvested by today’s technologies which have nearly 
reached its economic and technological limits.  

A common form of extracting wind energy is the wind turbine. A conventional wind 
turbine is a device that uses appropriate mechanism with alternator and turbine blades to 
convert wind’s kinetic energy into electrical energy. However, the constructions of 
conventional wind turbines are fixed and limited to a certain altitude requiring heavy 
foundations and huge blades with massive investments. Even the largest wind turbines 
cannot exceed the altitude beyond two hundred meters due to structural constraints. The 
costs related to this technology are also higher than those of fossil sources [1]. Moreover, as 
the wind speed is low in the vicinity to the earth’s surface [3], the major part of atmospheric 
wind energy is inaccessible to conventional wind turbines.  

Therefore, a radical change would be needed in the wind technology to overcome its 
limitations providing green energy with competitive costs with respect to those of the actual 
fossil sources. Such a breakthrough in wind power generation can be realized by capturing 
high altitude wind energy [3].  
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1.1 Concepts for extracting high altitude wind energy 

Generally stronger and more persistent wind is obtained at higher altitudes [3]. This idea 
has led to many researches about extracting the huge energy available from the strong 
wind at higher altitudes. As a result of these researches, a number of solutions came out 
regarding high altitude wind energy extraction. The concepts for extracting energy from 
high altitude wind can be categorized according to the position of the electrical generator 
namely “flygen” concept and “groundgen” concept [4].  

In the “flygen” concept, the propeller turbine on the flying device or the flow induced 
rotational motion of the complete device drives on-board generators from where the 
electrical energy is transmitted to the ground by a conductive tether [4]. A good example of 
this category is the balloon concept developed by Magenn Power Inc. namely Magenn Air 
Rotor System. In this concept, a balloon filled with helium stationary at a height of 200 m 
to 350 m altitude rotates around a horizontal axis connected to a generator. The electrical 
energy produced is transmitted to the ground by a conductive tether for consumption or to 
a set of batteries or to the power grid. The Magenn Air Rotor System rotation also 
generates the "Magnus effect" which provides additional lift, keeps the rotor system 
stabilized and positions it within a very controlled and restricted location [5].  

 

Figure 1.1: Magenn Air Rotor System [5]. 

Another example in the flygen category is airborne wind turbines proposed by Sky Wind 
Power, Joby Energy and Makani Power [2]. Here an airborne wind turbine is sent to a high 
altitude to operate and extract the wind energy and send the converted electrical energy to 
the ground via a conductive tether. Due to higher tangential blade speed in the outer part 
of a conventional wind turbine, the tip of the turbine blade is the most effective part which 
is responsible for almost 80% of the generated power [3]. Flygen concept takes advantage of 
this principle by mounting small turbines on a wing or an array of turbines on a multi-wing 
structure that itself acts like the tip of a traditional turbine blade. The turbines connect to 
motor-generators which produce thrust during takeoff and generate power during 
crosswind flight [6]. The wing is fixed to the ground by a flexible conductive tether and 
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flies across the wind in large vertical circles between 250 and 600 meters altitude where the 
wind is stronger and more consistent [7]. The flight is maneuvered by an advanced 
computer system that drives aerodynamic surfaces on the wings and differentially controls 
rotor speeds. The advantages of the “flygen” concept is a continuous power production 
with simpler launch and retrieval of the flying device with the help of on-board generators 
working as motors to provide thrust and lift for flying away from and back to the ground 
station during operation but the main challenges in this concept are to develop lightweight 
generators with high power density and flexible conducting tethers that can withstand high 
mechanical loads.  

 

Figure 1.2: Makani Airborne Wind Turbine [7]. 

The “groundgen” concept consists a generator kept at ground level is connected to a 
suitable rotating mechanism such as cable drum which is linked to a tethered airfoil or 
power kite. The aerodynamic forces acting on the kite causes traction in the cable drum 
which is in turn converted to electrical power by the generator. The advantages of this 
system are the positioning of heavy mechanical components on the ground and maximum 
power optimization from the traction performance through controllability. However, the 
flying device, kite in this case requires operation in periodic cycles alternating between 
traction phase and reel-in phase of the tether. As a result the electrical power produced is 
intermittent. A continuous power generation can be achieved either by using multiple, 
individually controlled kites or an energy reservoir for buffering the power generation 
across the cycles [4]. However, an accurate and detailed analysis of the characteristics of 
various wind energy technologies is beyond the scope of this paper and only some concise 
considerations are now reported about high altitude wind energy to better motivate the 
presented research. 
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1.2 Kite power systems 

The potentials of kite power technology have been theoretically studied almost 30 years 
ago [8]. The study shows that the resulting aerodynamic force acting on a kite in crosswind 
condition can generate surprisingly high power values. According to Loyd [8], the power 
generated by a simple kite model is expressed in the form 

P   Pw  L      (1) 

Where A is kite area, CL is lift coefficient, F is a function representing the specific model 
and Pw is the wind power density given by [8], 

Pw   
 

2
ρ w
3      (2) 

The magnitude of the wind velocity is Vw and the air density is ⍴. 

From the above relation it is seen that the power increases cubically with the increase of 
wind velocity magnitude. In recent years, more intensive researches are being carried out 
by several research groups to implement this kite power technology in practice. Some small 
scale prototypes have also been made to verify the theoretical and numerical results. Some 
notable projects on the use of power kites as renewable energy generator are the 
‘Kitenergy’ project, undergoing at Politecnico di Torino, Italy and ‘Laddermill’ project 
undergoing at Delft University of Technology, Netherlands [2]. All these constructions 
have almost the same operating principle where the energy is extracted from high altitude 
wind by flying one or several controlled tethered kites in high crosswind speed. This 
develops huge traction force that turns the generator on the ground. However, the kite has 
to be redrawn to its initial position in each cycle with the expense of some energy. Though 
the working principle of these two projects is similar, they differ in the ground station and 
control unit configuration.  

 

1.2.1 Kitenergy 

In the Kitenergy project, the kite is connected to the ground station by two cables rolled 
around two drums linked to two electrical drives that are either able to act as generators or 
motors as shown in the figure below.  

 

Figure 1.3: Scheme of a Kite Steering Unit (KSU) [1]. 
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An electronic control system is employed to control the kite flight by differentially pulling 
the cables. The controlling of kite flight includes some on-board wireless instrumentation 
such as GPS, magnetic and inertial sensors as well as ground sensors to measure the kite 
speed and position, cable force and speed, wind speed and direction, power output etc. The 
system composed by the electric drives, drums and controller hardware is named as Kite 
Steering Unit (KSU) which is the core of Kitenergy project. This unit can be employed in 
different ways to generate power. One way is named as KE-yoyo configuration and the 
other one is KE-carousel [9]. In KE-yoyo generator, the wind power is extracted by 
unrolling the kite lines with a fixed KSU while in KE-carousel configuration the KSU is 
also used to drag a vehicle along a circular rail path where the wheels are connected to 
additional generators generating energy while moving. The KE-yoyo configuration 
performing a two-phase cycle is shown in the Figure 1.4. 

 

Figure 1.4: KE-yoyo configuration cycle: traction (green) and passive (red) phases [1]. 

In the traction phase the kite extracts wind power by unrolling the lines and the electric 
drives act as generators, driven by the drum rotation. During this phase the kite is 
maneuvered to fly fast in crosswind direction. After reaching the maximum line length, the 
passive phase begins where the cables are rewound and the kite is drawn back to its initial 
position with the help of the electric drives working as motors. In this phase the kite is 
maneuvered such a way that its aerodynamic lift force reduces by decreasing the kite angle 
of attack so that less amount of energy is spent (less than 20%) than the amount generated 
during traction phase [3]. 

 

1.2.2 Laddermill 

The Laddermill concept unlike the concept of Kitenergy uses one or several lifting bodies 
(kites or wings) connected to a cable that stretches into the higher region of the atmosphere. 
Instead of two, as in the Kitenergy project, here only one electrical drive is used which acts 
as a motor or generator. The lower part of the cable is wound around a drum that drives 
the electrical machine (motor/generator) as shown in Figure 1.5.  
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Figure 1.5: Laddermill concept with kite trajectory in a lying-eight orbit [13]. 

The Laddermill with a single kite uses kite’s pulling force to generate power where the 
cable is reeled out from a drum and the rotation of the drum drives a generator. This 
process is known as the power phase. After the cable is reeled out for several meters, the 
kite is configured to low force and winched back to its initial position. This process is 
known as depower phase. This type of Laddermill is called pumping Laddermill as it 
works with a single kite that operates in a pumping motion [11]. To control the kite’s flight 
a Kite Control Unit (KCU) is used which incorporates two powerful micro-winches for 
steering and depowering of the kite. The KCU is a small, remote-controlled cable robot 
suspended below the kite [4]. The ground station of this pumping Laddermill consists of a 
drum, a variable speed electric drive that operates as a generator during the power phase 
and as motor during de-power phase, a battery module to balance the electrical energy over 
these alternating or pumping cycles and power electronics. 

 

Figure 1.6: Different parts of a Laddermill [12]. 
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1.3 Thesis Objectives 

The key objectives of this thesis paper are as follows: 

1. Studying various high altitude wind energy extraction concepts available and 
conceptualizing a kite power system for a constant speed and continuous power 
output utilizing a suitable energy storage system. 

2. Building a detailed 3D CAD model of the kite power system ground station 
considering the manufacturability of the structure, safety, less weight and space, 
availability of the parts and components according to manufacturers’ catalogue, 
transportability of the station and maintenance scopes. 

3. Defining the design parameters and designing the model components according to 
power rating of the system e.g. dimensioning the winch, shafts, bearings, structure, 
energy reservoir and selecting the proper size of electrical drives for the application.  

4. Building a dynamic simulation model of the ground station driveline and 
investigating the rotor speed, torque, power and efficiency of the system. 

5. Connecting the simulation model with the CAD model parametrically so that the 
design parameters used for a particular kite power system can be represented by 
the simulation model as well as by the CAD model. 

 

1.4 Concept development for the kite power system 

Among the various concepts and patents available for the kite power system, a concept 
similar to the existing models with some modifications in its driveline and energy storage 
system is aimed for this thesis. The primary objective is to have a constant speed and 
continuous power output of the designed model. The design concept for the thesis has the 
following mechanisms: 

1. A kite power system utilizing single kite undergoing two alternating phases while 
generating power in traction phase and consuming power in the recovery phase is 
selected for the design purpose. 

2. A geared generator with proper speed ratio is used to generate electrical power 
during traction phase. 

3. A flywheel is used as an energy reservoir to store the surplus kinetic energy during 
traction phases and supply it during recovery phases. 

4. A motor with suitable speed reduction drive is used to pull down the kite during 
recovery phase. 

5. A freewheel clutch and a centrifugal clutch are used to maintain a unidirectional 
rotation in the driveline. 
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1.5 Workflow 

 

 

Figure 1.7: Workflow. 
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2 
 

Theoretical Background 

In this chapter the basic operating principle of a kite power system as well as the 
mathematical formulas used to model the system are described. 

 

2.1 Operating principles of a kite power system 

The main principle of a kite power system is that the kite dynamics must be controlled to 
generate high and low lift alternately. Using the cable tension by controlling the forces on 
the kite, power is generated by utilizing a drum that is capable of paying cable in-and-out 
[10]. Power is generated when the cable is let out in high tension and power is consumed 
when it is reeled back in. The kite is controlled in such a way that the cable tension is much 
lower during the reel-in phase than the pay-out phase. The larger the difference between 
these two phases, the greater the power is generated. For increasing the tension in the cable, 
the kite must operate in high angle of attack. The forces acting on kite must be sufficient to 
overcome the cable drag and the weight of the system as well as drive the load connected 
to the drum. Once the cable is pulled off the drum it must be reeled back in. To have 
surplus energy in a cycle, the tension in the cable is reduced by lowering the angle of attack 
of the kite during reel-in phase.  

 

Figure 2.1: Periodic cycles of a kite power system alternating between reel-out (top) and 
reel-in (bottom) of the tether [4]. 
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The kite may be maneuvered in two types of orbits: closed and opened. In closed orbit 
both traction and recovery take place in the orbit’s period where in the opened orbit the 
kite altitude increases during traction phase reaching its maximum and then it is wound 
down during the recovery phase [2]. In order to maximize the power generation, a suitable 
orientation and velocity control is applied based on the kite model and chosen orbit. 

In closed orbit maneuvering system the kite follows a lying-eight orbit (Figure 2.2) that 
ensures the non-tangling of the cable and capture of maximum apparent wind blowing 
against the kite. 

 

Figure 2.2: Kite wind generator structure showing the kite trajectory in a lying-eight orbit 
[2]. 

This flight pattern differs from the ascending/descending circular motion (helical) as 
illustrated in Figure 2.1 which is an opened orbit maneuvering system. However, 
researches are still being carried out to determine the types of trajectories that result in the 
optimal net average power produced per cycle. The closed orbit system is focused on in 
this paper for modeling the kite power system.  

 

2.2 Mathematical model 

The mathematical equations regarding kite dynamics and rotor dynamics are described 

briefly in this section. 

 

2.2.1 Kite model 

Consider an airfoil linked by a cable to a fixed point at ground level. A spherical coordinate 
system is considered for representing the kite forces. The center is where the kite lines are 
constrained to the ground. The forces acting on a kite are functions of kite’s mass, angle of 
attack, its roll angle, projected kite wing area and local effective wind speed. In this system, 

the kite position is given by its distance r from the origin and by the two angles θ and ϕ as 
depicted in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Kite in cylindrical coordinates [3]. 

The simplified theoretical equations of crosswind kite power are based on the following 
hypotheses [1]: 

1. The airfoil flies in crosswind conditions. 
2. The inertial and apparent forces are negligible with respect to the aerodynamic forces. 
3. The kite speed relative to the ground is constant. 
4. The kite angle of attack is fixed. 

The dynamic model of the kite used in [1] is adopted here. Neglecting the tether’s weight 
and its drag force [2], the forces acting on a kite in spherical coordinates are: 

 θ     θ
grav
   θ
app
   θ
aer      

 υ     υ
grav   υ

app   υ
aer     (3) 

 r     r
grav   r

app   r
aer-  c,trc     

Where, 

-  grav is the gravitational force. 

-  app is the apparent force given by 

 θ
app
   m υ̇2r sin θ cos θ  - 2ṙθ̇      

 υ
app   m(- 2ṙυ̇ sin θ  - 2υ̇θ̇r cos θ)   (4) 

 r
app   m rθ̇

2
   rυ̇2sin2θ      

Here, m is the kite mass. 

-  aer is the aerodynamic force with two components: lift force (FL) and drag force (FD). 

The lift force is acting perpendicular to the kite’s surface and drag force acting in effective 
wind’s direction. 

These two forces are given by 

 L     
 

2
ρ  L| ̅̅̅e|

2
     (5) 

      
 

2
    | ̅̅̅e|

2
     (6) 

Here, A is the kite’s surface, ρ is the air density, We is the effective wind speed, CL is the lift 
coefficient and CD is the drag coefficient. 
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Figure 2.4: Basic aerodynamic forces on a kite [13]. 

-  c,trc is the traction force acting on the tether is given by [1] 

 c,trc   
 

2
ρ  L 

2 (    
 

 2
)
3 2

| ̅̅̅e,r|
2
   (7) 

Where, We,r is the effective wind speed along the cable direction and E is the glide ratio or 
aerodynamic efficiency of the kite.  

For a constant cable speed and a given position of the kite, identified by angles θ and ϕ, the 

magnitude | ̅   | of the effective wind speed along the direction of the lines can be 

computed as [13]: 

| ̅̅̅e,r|    | ̅̅̅0| sin θ cosυ    (8) 

Where, 

W0 is the nominal wind speed on the horizontal plane at the kite’s altitude 

θ is the cable inclination angle 

υ is the cable azimuthal angle 

Considering a linear wind profile as a function of altitude [14], the nominal wind speed at 
an altitude h can be given by the following equations: 

 0   3.48   0.00573h,  0m   h   988m  (9) 

 0   7.85   0.00 46h,  988m   h   5000m  (10) 

The aerodynamic efficiency of the kite is defined by 

    
 L
  

      (11) 

If the cable drag force is taken into account, then the ratio E becomes [13] 

    
 L

     
dr  ,c
4 

     (12) 
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Where, 

d is the cable diameter 

r is the cable length exposed to the wind 

CD,c is the drag coefficient of the cable 

If the nominal wind speed is constant with respect to the elevation and it is parallel with 
respect to the ground [1], it can be noted that the maximum theoretical power of a 
crosswind kite power system is obtained with the maximal power conditions when the 

cable inclination angle, θ = π/2, azimuthal angle, ϕ = 0 and speed ṙ =  ̅0   given by the 
equation: 

P   
2

27
ρ  L 

2 (    
 

 2
)
3

2 | ̅̅̅0|
3
    (13) 

From the equations above, it is seen that the lift generated by a kite thus the traction of 
tether increases quadratically and the power increases cubically with the increase of wind 
speed i.e. altitude. Again, the lift is directly proportional to the projected kite wing area. 
Hence, it is clear that larger kites can generate more power when flown at the same relative 
wind speeds. However, simply increasing the area of the kite may lead to larger issues 
related to stability and flexibility of the kite itself. Furthermore, a larger kite requires larger 
cable diameter, which increases drag and weight thus decreasing the efficiency. 

 

2.2.2 Driveline model 

The rotor dynamics can be represented by the following equation: 

 c,trc  - Tg -  ω   Jω̇     (14) 

Where, 

R is the winch radius 

Tg is the generator load torque 

J is the equivalent moment of inertia of the rotating systems 

D is the equivalent viscous damping coefficient 

ω is the rotor speed 

Here, the traction force of the tether is the only force that generates power. The mechanical 
power obtained during traction phase is given by 

PT    
c,trcvL     (15) 

Where, vL is the tether’s radial velocity given by 

vL    ω     (16) 

And power consumed during recovery phase is 

P     mIm     (17) 

Where, Vm and Im are the motor input voltage and current respectively. 

Therefore, the net power produced, 

P   PT  - P      (18) 
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3 
 

Design Study 

This chapter deals with the design calculations concerning the rated power of the aimed 
kite power system as well as determining the sizes of the driveline components. 

 

3.1 Power rating of the system 

The rated power of the kite power system is determined by the maximum traction force on 
the tether and maximum tether speed as stated in Chapter 2. The traction force and speed 
of the tether depend on the area and aerodynamic properties of the kite and the wind speed 
at a particular altitude at which the kite is operating in a particular line length. 

Assumptions: 

- The kite and tether weight are negligible. 
- The friction in the bearings and other rotating parts is negligible. 
- The traction phase and recovery phase are carried out smoothly. 

The total system is designed on the basis of the kite size and its properties, operating 
altitude and tether constraints. The following parameters have been considered for the 
aimed kite power system. 

Kite area, A 25 m2 

Projected kite area 16 m2 

Lift coefficient, CL 1 

Drag coefficient, CD 0.2 

Tether diameter, d 4 mm 

Tether drag coefficient, CD.c 1.2 

Operating altitude, h 700 m 

Line length, L 15 m 

Maximum line velocity, vL 4.3 m/s 

Table 3.1: Design constraints. 

Using the eq. (7), (8), (9), (12) and (15) described in Section 2.2.1, the following values are 
obtained: 

The aerodynamic efficiency of the kite, E = 3.95 

Wind speed at the selected altitude, W0 = 7.58 m/s 

Taking air density, ρ = 1.225 kg/m3 
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The traction force acting on the tether,  c,trc = 4800 N 

The maximum power generated by the selected kite power system, P ≈ 20.5 kW 

The mean breaking load of tether is 13.5 kN [12] which is greater than the traction force 
acting on it. Hence, the assumptions are safe against the tether failure. 

 

3.2 Driveline component design 

The driveline components consist of winch, motor, flywheel, chain drive, freewheel clutch, 
centrifugal clutch, generator etc. An illustration of the driveline is given below: 

 

Figure 3.1: Driveline CAD model. 

 

3.2.1 Winch 

The winch is a machine part used for hoisting. It has a drum around which a rope or cable 
is wound attached to the load device. Here, the winch is used to pull down the kite during 
the recovery phase and drive the generator during traction phase while the rope or cable is 
being pulled by the kite. The maximum speed of the winch i.e. driveline is limited by the 
winch design. The radius of the winch is selected such a way that it gives the desired 
rotational speed according to the selected maximum speed of the tether for a particular 
power rating of the system. 
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Assumptions: 

- The maximum rotational speed of the winch during traction is 650 rpm. 
- The inertia is kept as low as possible for reducing the load on the motor and faster 

response during reeling the kite back to its initial position. 

For a hollow shaft with external diameter (do) and internal diameter (di), the design 
equation is given by 

T   
πτ

 6
 (do)

3  -k4      (19) 

Where, k = di/do and τ is the maximum allowable shear stress. 

And the maximum transmitted torque, 

T    c,trc       (20) 

Using eq. (14), radius of the winch, R = 6.5 cm. Eq. (20) gives maximum transmitted 

torque, T = 312 Nm. Using eq. (19), solving for k taking τ = 40 MPa for steel gives the 
inside diameter of the winch, di ≈ 128 mm. For more rigidity, 5 mm thickness is selected 
with di = 125 mm and do = 130 mm. 

 

3.2.2 Motor 

The purpose of the motor is only to pull down the kite when it has reached its maximum 
cable length after a traction mode by turning the winch in opposite direction reeling the 
cable back until the kite has reached its initial altitude. Both DC and AC motor can 
perform this. Here, a DC motor is used in the ground station system to pull down the kite 
to its initial position after each traction phase. 

The size of the DC motor is determined by what type of load is acting on it. The load on 
the motor is the winch inertia and the kite drag force during the reeling action. The 
acceleration of the motor is to be chosen by the user. 

Assumptions: 

- The angular acceleration of the winch is 400 rad/s2. 
- The maximum rotational speed of motor is 750 rpm. 

The power and torque are given by the following equations: 

P = Tω      (21) 

T = Jα      (22) 

Where,  

P is power in W 

T is torque in Nm 

ω is angular speed in rad/s 

 J is inertia in kg-m2 

α is angular acceleration in rad/s2 

Now, the drag force from the kite, FD = 56 N [eq. (6)]. Multiplying this with winch radius 
we obtain the constant load torque on the motor during recovery phase, Td = 3.6 Nm. 
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The inertia value of the winch obtained from the CAD model is 0.1 kg-m2. Torque needed 
to accelerate the winch, Tw = 40 Nm and the total load torque on the motor, Tm = Td + Tw 
= 43.6 Nm. Therefore, the power rating of the motor, Pm ≈ 3.5 kW. 

Generally, the DC motors of that power rating run faster than 750 rpm and giving less 
torque. So, a speed reduction drive is used in between the motor and the winch with an 
appropriate speed ratio to decrease the speed provided by the motor while increasing the 
output torque.  

From the pre-selection chart (Figure E-2, Appendix E), the power rating leads to the 
selection of model MS 1122. From Table E-2 [Appendix E], the available size of motor with 
3.5 kW power rating is selected for the application with following properties: 

Rated torque = 22 Nm 

Rated speed = 1520 rpm 

Supply voltage = 260V 

The electrical parameters of the motor which are used in the simulation model are given in 
Table E-2 [Appendix E].  

 

3.2.3 Chain drive 

In the ground station driveline, a transmission drive is required between the motor and 
winch. Power with appropriate speed ratio can be transmitted from motor to winch via 
gear, belt or chain drive. As a gear transmission makes the system weight heavier and 
power loss in belt drives due to slipping makes the system less efficient, a chain drive is 
used to transmit motion and power from the motor to the winch. The chains are mostly 
used to transmit motion and power from one shaft to another when the center distance 
between the shafts is short such as in bicycles, motorcycles, agricultural machinery, 
conveyors etc. The design requirements for this ground station model make the chain drive 
appropriate for winching application which saves the space and reduces the weight 
significantly. 

The speed ratio of the chain drive can be calculated to have the desired speed and torque at 
the winch. Torque required at the winch is 43.6 Nm and the motor is providing 22 Nm. 
So, the required speed ratio is, i = 43.6/22 = 1.98. Due to restrictions in selecting the teeth 
numbers of the chain drive sprockets, the speed ratio is selected to be 2. 

 rom the manufacturer’s centrifugal clutch model, the number of teeth of the smaller 
sprocket is 14. So, the number of teeth required at the larger sprocket for speed ratio 2 is 
28.  

Now, the Design power = Rated power × Service factor (KS) 

The Service factor (KS) is a product of various factors K1, K2 and K3. The following values 
of these factors are taken for the kite power application [Appendix F]:  

Load factor, K1 = 1.5 [for variable load with heavy shock] 

Lubrication factor, K2 = 1 [for drop lubrication] 

Rating factor, K3 = 1.5 [for continuous operation] 

Therefore, the Service factor, KS = 2.25 and Design power = 7.785 kW. 
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Normally, roller chains are used in power transmission applications. The power ratings for 
simple roller chains depending upon the speed of the smaller sprocket are given in the 
following table: 

Speed of smaller 
sprocket or pinion 

(rpm) 

Power (kW) 

06 B 08 B 10 B 12 B 16 B 

100 0.25 0.64 1.18 2.01 4.83 

200 0.47 1.18 2.19 3.75 8.94 

300 0.61 1.7 3.15 5.43 13.06 

500 1.09 2.72 5.01 8.53 20.57 

700 1.48 3.66 6.71 11.63 27.73 

1000 2.03 5.09 8.97 15.65 34.89 

1400 2.73 6.81 11.67 18.15 38.47 

1800 3.44 8.1 13.03 19.85 - 

2000 3.8 8.67 13.49 20.57 - 

Table 3.2: Power ratings for simple roller chain [15]. 

From the table above, the power transmitted for chain no. 08B is 6.81 kW corresponding 
to pinion speed 1400 rpm and 8.10 kW corresponding to 1800 rpm. The rated speed of the 
selected motor is 1520 rpm. So the design power of 7.785 kW at 1520 rpm speed of the 
smaller sprocket, leads to the selection of chain no. 08B (chain no. 40 according to ANSI 
standard) with one strand. 

Now, from Table F-1 [Appendix F],  

Pitch, p = 12.7 mm 

Roller diameter, d = 8.51 mm 

Breaking load, WB = 17.8 kN 

The pitch circle diameter of a sprocket is given by the equation 

d   
p

sin(
 80

T
)
     (23) 

Where, T is the number of teeth on the sprocket. 

Pitch line velocity of the smaller sprocket,  

v   
πd N 
60

      (24) 

Where, d1 and N1 are pitch circle diameter and speed of the smaller sprocket respectively. 

The number of chain links (K) and length of the chain (L) are given by 

K   
T   T2
2
   
2x

p
   *

T2 - T 
2π

+
2
p

x
    (25) 

L = Kp      (26) 

Where, T1 is the number of teeth on smaller sprocket, T2 is the number of teeth in larger 
sprocket, x is center distance and p is the pitch. 

From eq. (23), the pitch circle diameters of the smaller sprocket and larger sprocket are 
found to be, d1 = 57.07 mm and d2 = 113.43 mm respectively. 
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Pitch line velocity of the smaller sprocket, v = 4.54 m/s [eq. (24)]. 

The minimum center distance between the smaller and larger sprocket should be 30 to 50 
times the pitch [15]. Assuming 30 times the pitch, the center distance between the sprockets, 
x = 30p = 381mm. In order to accommodate initial sag in the chain, the value of center 
distance is reduced by 2 to 5 mm.  

The correct center distance, x = 379 mm. 

Using eq. (25) and (26) the following values are obtained,  

The number of chain links, K = 81 and length of the chain, L = 1.029 m. 

Load on the chain,     
 ated power

Pitch line velocity
   0.77 kN 

Factor of safety = 
  
 
  23 

This value is more than the value given in Table F-2 [Appendix F] which is around 13. 
Hence the design is safe. 

 

3.2.4 Centrifugal clutch 

A centrifugal clutch is a clutch that uses centrifugal force to connect two concentric shafts 
with the driving shaft nested inside the driven shaft. The input of the clutch is connected to 
the motor or engine shaft while the output may drive a shaft, chain or belt [16]. 

A centrifugal clutch is used here to connect the motor shaft to the chain drive which turns 
the winch. This is needed because during traction phase the kite is moving the winch but 
during that time the motor has to be disconnected from the winch according to the design 
criteria. The motor here is only used to rotate the winch in opposite direction during 
recovery phases to pull down the kite. During traction phases the power has to be 
transferred only to the generator side driveline. So this centrifugal clutch helps for having a 
one way power flow of the motor by connecting it to the chain drive while reeling in and 
disconnecting it from the chain drive when the winch is in traction.  

The design criteria lead to the selection of a sprocket centrifugal clutch of model no. LD4S-
4L from Table D-1 [Appendix D] with sprocket teeth 14 for chain no. 40. 

 

3.2.5 Flywheel 

A flywheel is a rotating mechanical device that is used to store rotational energy. It acts as a 
reservoir of energy which is stored in the form of kinetic energy.  

Flywheels have a significant moment of inertia which resists abrupt changes in rotational 
speed [16]. They are often used to provide continuous energy in systems where the energy 
source is not continuous. In such cases, the flywheel stores energy when torque is applied 
by the energy source, and this stored energy is released when the energy source is not 
applying any torque to it. For example, a flywheel is used to maintain a constant angular 
velocity of the crankshaft in a reciprocating engine where the flywheel, which is mounted 
on the crankshaft, stores energy when torque is exerted on it by the firing pistons and it 
releases energy to its mechanical loads when no piston is exerting torque on it. 
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Similarly, a flywheel can be used in the kite power system to store energy. When the kite is 
in traction phase, it exerts a huge amount of torque and increases the angular velocity but 
during the recovery phase no torque is provided by the kite and thus slowing down the 
angular velocity of the rotor shaft. By using a flywheel between the winch and rotor shaft, 
this change in rotor speed can be minimized to a great extent. As it is used in a 
reciprocating engine, the flywheel stores energy during the traction phase when huge 
amount of torque is available and then releases this energy to the load during recovery 
phase keeping the angular velocity almost constant. 

For designing a flywheel, there are two stages for doing it:  

1. The moment of inertia required is calculated for the desired fluctuation of speed from 
the fluctuation of energy. 

2. The flywheel geometry is defined that caters the required moment of inertia in a 
reasonable way and is safe against failure at the designed speed of operation. 

Assumptions: 

- Mean flywheel angular speed is 60 rad/s. 
- Allowable peripheral velocity is 15 m/s. 
- Number of arms is 6. 

 

Inertia: 

The difference between the maximum and minimum speeds during a cycle is called the 
maximum fluctuation of speed. The ratio of the maximum fluctuation of speed to the mean 
speed is called the coefficient of fluctuation of speed [15]. 

If ω1, ω2 and ω are the maximum, minimum and mean speed respectively, then the 
coefficient of fluctuation of speed, 

CS = (ω1 - ω2)/ω = 2(ω1 - ω2)/(ω1 + ω2)   (27) 

Where, ω = mean speed = (ω1 + ω2)/2 

Some permissible values for the coefficient of fluctuation of speed (CS) are given in Table 
3.3. 

S. No. Type of machine or class of service Coefficient of fluctuation of speed (CS) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Crushing machines 

Electrical machines 

Electrical machines (direct drive) 

Engines with belt transmission 

Gear wheel transmission 

Hammering machines 

Pumping machines 

Machine tools 

Paper making, textile and weaving machines 

Punching, shearing and power presses 

Spinning machinery 

Rolling mills and mining machines 

0.200 

0.003 

0.002 

0.030 

0.020 

0.200 

0.03 to 0.05 

0.030 

0.025 

0.10 to 0.15 

0.10 to 0.02 

0.025 

Table 3.3: Permissible values for coefficient of fluctuation of speed [15]. 
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The change in kinetic energy of flywheel during the speed changes is called fluctuation of 
energy. When the speed of the flywheel changes from maximum to minimum, then the 
kinetic energy change is referred as maximum fluctuation of energy [15]. The fluctuation of 
energy may be determined by the turning moment diagram for one complete cycle of 
operation. 

In kite power system, one cycle of operation consists of one traction phase and one 
recovery phase. During traction the torque is exerted on the flywheel increasing its speed 
and during recovery no torque is exerted on it and energy is extracted from the flywheel 
thus decreasing its speed.  

Work done or energy stored during traction is given by 

E = Tθ      (28) 

Where, T  is torque and θ is the angle turned. 

The relation between linear distance and angular distance is 

θ = s/r      (29) 

Where, s is the linear distance and r is the radius. 

Now, with a winch of 0.065 m radius and 15 m line length of the kite, the winch is rotated, 

θ = 230 radians. The torque from a kite is about 312 Nm during traction phase of 15 m 
line length or 230 radians of winch rotation and 0 Nm during next 230 radians of reel-in 
operation. For total one cycle of 30 m of line length or 460 radians of winch rotation the 
mean torque, Tmean = Work done in one cycle/Angle turned in one cycle = 156 Nm. 

Here, Tmax = 312 Nm 

Tmin = 0 Nm 

Tmean = 156 Nm 

θ = 230 rad 

(Tmax - Tmean) is the surplus torque available during traction phase. As the torque 
distribution is uniform over the whole cycle, a little consideration will show that the 
maximum fluctuation of energy is the area above the mean torque i.e. the surplus energy 
during traction.  

Therefore, Maximum fluctuation of energy, ∆E = Surplus energy during traction, Et 

Which gives, ∆E = (Tmax - Tmean)×θ = 36 kJ. 

The kinetic energy of a flywheel is expressed by 

E = 
 

2
Iω2     (30) 

Again, as the speed of the flywheel changes form maximum speed (ω1) to minimum speed 

(ω2), the maximum fluctuation of energy can be calculated as follows 

∆E  = Maximum K.E. - Minimum K.E. =  
 

2
Iω 
2 - 
 

2
Iω2
2 = Iω2CS 

 

Therefore, required inertia of the flywheel, 

I = ∆E/ω2CS     (31) 
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Solving eq. (31) for CS = 0.3 and CS = 0.6 gives I = 34 kg-m2 and I = 17 kg-m2 
respectively. It is seen that decreasing the coefficient of fluctuation of speed calls for a larger 
flywheel with huge inertia which increases the weight of the system significantly. As a 
result, for space and size restrictions, a flywheel of 17 kg-m2 inertia is selected having CS = 
0.6 i.e. the final speed is fluctuating around ±30% above and below the mean speed. 

 

Stresses in rim: 

The following stresses are induced in the rim of a flywheel: 

1. Tensile stress due to centrifugal force 
2. Bending stress due restraint of the arms 

Tensile stress in flywheel rim due to centrifugal force,  

σt = ρv2      (32) 

Bending stress in flywheel rim due to restraint of arms,  

σb = π2v2
ρD/(n2t)    (33) 

Total stress in the rim,  

σtotal = (3/4)σt+ σb/4    (34) 

Where,  

D is the mean rim diameter 

n is number of arms in flywheel 

v is the peripheral velocity 

ρ is the flywheel material density 

t is the rim thickness 

Mean diameter, D and mass of the flywheel, m are given by  

D = 60v/(πN)     (35) 

m = ∆E/CSv
2     (36) 

Now, taking the allowable peripheral velocity, v = 15 m/s, following values are obtained. 

Mean diameter of the flywheel, D = 460 mm and mass of the flywheel, m = 320 kg. 

Considering the rim contributes 90% of the flywheel effect which gives the mass of the rim, 
mr = 0.9m = 288 kg. 
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Size of rim: 

 

Figure 3.2: Flywheel rim and hub [15]. 

Mass of the rim is given by 

mr = πDbtρ     (37) 

Where, b is the rim width and t is the rim thickness. 

Putting b = 2t and ρ = 7250 kg/m3 for Cast Iron, we get, t = 117 mm and b = 234 mm. 
 

Flywheel shaft and hub: 

Diameter of a shaft is given by 

d = [16Tmax/(πτd)]
1/3    (38) 

Where,  

τd is design shear stress for the shaft 

Tmax is the maximum transmitted torque 

Here, Maximum transmitted torque, Tmax = 312 Nm. Taking τd = 40 MPa for steel, we get, 
diameter of shaft, d = 34 mm. 

d = 35 mm is adopted for the shaft. 

The diameter of hub is usually taken as twice the diameter of the shaft and length from 2 to 
2.5 times the shaft diameter. 

Diameter of hub, dh = 2d = 70 mm 

Length of hub, lh = 2.5d = 88 mm 
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Arm size: 

 

Figure 3.3: Flywheel arm [15]. 
 

Bending stress in the arm at hub end,  

σb1 = T(D-d)/(nzyD)    (39) 

Where, zy is the section modulus of arms about y-axis given by 

zy = π/(32b1a1
2)     (40) 

a1 is the major axis and b1 is the minor axis of an elliptical arm section. 

Tensile stress in the arm due to centrifugal force,  

σt1 = (3/4)ρv2     (41) 

Total stress in the arms,  

σtotal,1 = σb1 + σt1    (42) 

For an elliptical arm section, major axis (a1) and minor axis (b1) are related by 

b1 = a1/2     (43) 

Now, taking the bending stress, σb1 = 10 MPa and solving eq. (40) and (43), we get 

The required section modulus of arms, zy = 4805 mm3 

Major axis of the arms’ cross-section, a1 = 46 mm 

Minor axis of the arms’ cross-section, b1 = 23 mm 

 

Checking stresses in rim and arms:  

Total stress in rim, σtotal = 1.7 MPa 

For a safe design, σtotal < 38 MPa for Cast Iron [15]. 

Hence the design is safe. 

Total stress in arm, σtotal,1 = 16.2 MPa 

For safe design, σtotal,1 < 20 MPa for Cast Iron [15]. 

Hence the design is safe. 
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3.2.6 Freewheel clutch 

Freewheel clutch or only freewheel is a device in a transmission that disengages the drive 
shaft from the driven shaft when the driven shaft rotates faster than the drive shaft [16]. 
When the driveshaft rotates slower or in reverse direction, the driven shaft keeps rotating 
in the previous direction regardless of the direction of rotation of the driveshaft. The sprags 
inside the freewheel locks with outer ring allowing the whole component to rotate but these 
sprags are unlocked i.e. the outer ring is free when the inner ring slows down or rotates in 
reverse direction. 

The advantage of freewheel clutch is used here for transmission of kite power to the 
flywheel. The winch is not always rotating in the same direction. During traction phase it is 
rotating in one direction and during the reel-in phase it is rotating in the opposite direction 
but for having a constant speed in one direction of rotation, a freewheel is needed between 
the flywheel and the winch transmission line. 

Here, the freewheel has to be mounted on the driveshaft and bolted to the hub face of the 
flywheel. The design requirement leads to the selection of complete freewheel model with 
mounting flange - FGR 35 RA2A7 with 35 mm bore diameter. Refer to Appendix C for 
more details on the selected freewheel model. 

 

3.2.7 Generator 

There are different kinds of electrical generators available in the market depending on 
configurations and applications. Generally for wind turbine application, induction machines 
are used for power production. This squirrel cage induction machines are robust in 
construction and compact in size for low space applications having a high power output.  

The size of the generator is selected according to the maximum power generated by the 
kite power system. The maximum power generated by the designed model is 20.5 kW and 
the flywheel speed is varying around ±30% above and below the mean speed as obtained 
from previous calculations. A doubly-fed induction machine is considered for power 
generation which can handle the speed variation.  

From Table G-2 [Appendix G], the next available size of induction machine of model no. 
LSES 180 LR with 22 kW power rating is selected for the application.  

A speed multiplier is needed between the flywheel and generator to have the rated speed of 
the generator. So, a geared induction machine unit is selected for the application with 
available gear ratio 2. 

In the simulation model, the generator load torque combined with other viscous damping 
forces is represented by a quadratic speed depended torque load as the load torque of an 
induction machine varies quadratically with the speed variation within a certain speed 
range. The parameters used in the generator model are found in Table G-2 [Appendix G]. 
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The designed driveline model with its section view and dimensions are illustrated in the 
following figures. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Driveline components. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Section view of the driveline. 
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4 
 

Modelling and Simulation 

This chapter contains descriptions and illustrations of the total ground station CAD model 
and its components as well as a description of the simulation model of the driveline 
followed by a brief analysis of speed, torque, power and efficiency of the designed kite 
power system. 

 

4.1 CAD model 

One of the thesis objectives was to build a detailed 3D CAD model of the ground station 
for the selected High Altitude Wind Power concept. The following objectives were kept in 
mind while building the CAD model:  

1. Safety 

2. Transportability 

3. Availability of the used parts and components 

4. Maintenance, repair and overhaul 

5. Ease of assemble and dismantle 

6. Protection from rain and dust 

7. Less weight and space 

The total ground station structure is built using metal plates and standard square beam 
sections assembled with nuts and bolts. Welding is avoided as much as possible for the ease 
of assembling and disassembling of the structural components as well as transportability of 
the total structure. Plates and beams are modeled to make the structure rigid enough to 
withstand the linear and rotational loads acting on the driveline. The driveline components 
are modeled in a way that parts are readily available from the manufacturer. All the 
components are designed according to the selected power rating. The total system is kept as 
compact as possible. Brief descriptions of each component used in this ground station 
model are given later in this chapter. An illustration of the whole ground station CAD 
model is given in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Complete ground station CAD model. 

Structure: The base structure of the total system is constructed using steel plates and 
beams. Three steel plates are connected to each other via steel beams of square sections. 
The first compartment is used for carrying the winch, motor, chain drive and control unit. 
One side of this compartment is used for installing the motor and the other side is allotted 
for installing the control unit. The beams used in the first section of the structure are 
reinforced by cross beams as there would be a huge load torque on the winch from the kite. 
The second compartment carries only the flywheel where two additional metal plates have 
been used welded with the square beams for safety concern. All the steel plates which are 
carrying the main driveline are bolted with beams for easy assembling and dismantling. 
These beams are foot mounted for bolting onto the ground. The plates have drills and 
holes for carrying the face mounted motor, bearings and the metal covers. The metal 
covers are used to protect the motor and chain drive from the rain and dusts.  

The generator compartment uses a table like structure built with square beams and a plain 
metal plate. The plate, which is used for mounting the generator, is welded with beams and 
the lower parts of the beams are bolted to the ground. It also contains a metal frame 
constructed with L profile steel sections bolted on the flat plate for carrying glass sheets to 
protect the generator from rain and dusts. This compartment is built separately not 
connected to the earlier structure as in case if a different machine is used instead of a 
generator to extract the flywheel rotational energy, the generator compartment can be 
replaced easily. The dimensions of the structure and sizes of the beams used to build it are 
given in Appendix A. 
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Figure 4.2: Ground station structure CAD model. 

Winch: For the kite power application, the winch is designed as simple as possible. It is 
modeled as a hollow cylindrical drum with two circular flanges on each side so that it can 
carry the main driveline shaft inside it. The wall of the hollow drum is kept thin and the 
dimension is kept for maximum amount of cable mounting. The shaft inserted inside the 
winch is simply mounted on the bearing blocks on each side. One end is connected to a 
chain drive at the motor side and the other end is connected to the freewheel clutch. The 
inertia of the winch part is found from the CAD model measurement which is used in 
simulation model later for further calculation. An illustration of the modeled winch is 
shown in Figure 4.3 (a). 

Bearings:  For the bearings, SKF  [17] is selected as it is offering different types and ranges 
of bearings and also CAD models of every component. The selected manufacturer supplies 
a wide range of ball bearing units among which the Y-bearing unit is chosen for the 
modeling purpose because of their ease of mounting and dismounting. The bearings used 
here are of Y-bearing flanged units with grub screw locking. This type of bearing units with 
their flanged units and grub screws makes it easier for mounting and maintenance 
according to the ground station model. And the static and dynamic loads of the kite power 
ground station are also within the rated static and dynamic loads of the bearing unit. In 
total, three bearing units have been used – one pair for carrying the driveline shaft with the 
winch and the other one for carrying the flywheel at the generator side. The bearing 
specifications are shown in Appendix B. 

Freewheel Clutch: A flange mounted freewheel clutch is chosen for bolting it on the 
flywheel hub face. The drive shaft is inserted into it with a key. Among various 
manufacturers, Ringspann GmbH [18] is chosen for offering good CAD models. The 
specifications of this freewheel clutch are given in Appendix C.  
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Shafts:  A single carbon steel shaft is used in the main driveline through the chain sprocket, 
winch and freewheel clutch for transmitting the power from the kite to flywheel. The 
dimension of the shaft is obtained from flywheel design section in the previous chapter. 
The shaft is machined for four key grooves as shown in the figure. Another shaft of the 
same diameter with two key grooves is used to transmit power from the flywheel to the 
generator. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.3: Some of the driveline components’     models: winch (a), flywheel (b) and 
chain drive (c). 

Coupling: For connecting the generator shaft to the flywheel shaft, a flange coupling is used 
to couple the shafts of different diameters. The coupling modeled here has key groove on 
both ends with two setscrews on it as manufactured by Misumi [19].  

Flywheel: According to the size and dimensions of the ground station, the flywheel 
parameters are kept within reasonable dimensions. Refer to Chapter 3 for detailed 
calculation of flywheel design. An illustration of the flywheel CAD model is given in Figure 
4.3 (b).  

Centrifugal Clutch: Among various manufacturers, Hilliard [20] is selected for the 
availability of sprocket centrifugal clutches. This type of centrifugal clutch comes with a 
small sprocket mounted on the driven clutch. The sprocket on the clutch drum carries the 
chain that drives the winch. A similar centrifugal clutch that is available from the 
manufacturer is modeled here as shown in Figure D-1 [Appendix D].  
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Chain Drive: The chain drive consists of two sprockets and a standard chain of required 
number of links. One of the sprockets is mounted with the centrifugal clutch. The other 
sprocket carries the drive shaft. The sprocket sizes are selected according to torque/speed 
requirements. A detailed calculation of the chain drive design is given in Chapter 3. An 
illustration of the chain drive CAD model is given in Figure 4.3 (c). 

Motor: Among various motor manufacturers, Leroy-Somer [21] is selected for the CAD 
model. A flange mounted induction machine model used to represent the DC motor of 
required power rating and dimensions. Refer to Appendix E for detailed information. 

Generator: A foot mounted generator CAD model from Leroy-Somer [21] is selected for 
the application. Refer to the Appendix G for more details of the selected model. 

 

4.2 Simulation Model 

One of the research objectives of this paper was to simulate the ground station driveline. A 
simple simulation model is developed in to investigate the power transmission system of the 
kite power unit which reflects the torque, speed and power behavior of the modeled 
ground station driveline. An overview of the simulation model is as follows: 

 

Figure 4.4: Illustration of the simulation model. 

The driveline consists of DC motor, centrifugal clutch, gearbox, chain drive, winch, shaft, 
freewheel clutch, flywheel and a generator. The winch, shaft, flywheel and rotor are 
represented by rotational inertias. The inertia measurements of winch and shaft come from 
the CAD model described earlier. The flywheel inertia is obtained from the design 
calculation [Chapter 3] and the rotor inertia is taken from manufacturer’s catalogue of the 
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generator [Appendix G]. The inputs of the simulation model are the kite parameters, its 
operating altitude and line length as shown below. 

 

Figure 4.5: Kite simulation model parameters. 

In the simulation model, one side of the winch is connected to the DC motor with a chain 
drive and a centrifugal clutch as well as to the kite via a controller. The linear kite force 
signal is converted to rotational torque signal defined by the winch diameter. The other 
side of the winch is connected to a shaft which drives the flywheel via a freewheel clutch as 
seen in Figure 4.4. The flywheel is linked to the generator rotor through the generator 
gearbox. The generator load torque at the end is represented by a variable torque source. 
The parameters of this variable load torque source are taken from the respective generator 
data [Appendix G]. The freewheel clutch between the shaft and flywheel is operated by a 
signal from the torque sensor connected to the winch. This clutch is activated when the 
winch is having a positive torque i.e. during traction mode the freewheel clutch connects 
the flywheel to the drive shaft. Otherwise the clutch is not activated which means no torque 
is transmitted through it if the winch is having a negative torque in recovery phase. 

On the motor side, the motor is connected to a voltage source signal via a controller. The 
parameters of the DC motor are taken from the selected motor’s catalogue [Appendix E]. 
The controller passes the voltage signal to the motor during the recovery phase which 
drives the winch at the required speed with the help of the chain drive placed in between 
them. Here, in the simulation model, the chain drive is represented by an ideal gearbox and 
the speed ratio is obtained from the design calculations [Chapter 3]. The centrifugal clutch 
used here connects the motor to the chain drive when the motor is rotating but when the 
motor is stopped, it disconnects the motor and the chain drive thus preventing any back 
power flow during traction at the winch. 

A position sensor is used to determine how much of the cable length is reeled or unreeled. 
This signal is used to operate the kite model and controller. This position sensor signal is 
used in the kite model to determine the kite’s altitude which is giving force signals 
accordingly. The equations described in Chapter 2 are implemented in the kite model to 
calculate the kite forces according to the wind velocity at the kite’s instantaneous altitude. 

The controller in between winch and the motor is determining when to pass the force 
signal (generated in the kite model) to the winch by taking the cable length as a feedback 
from the position sensor. The controller here is simply passing the kite traction force signal 
to the winch during traction phases and voltage signal to the motor as well as drag force 
signal to the winch during recovery phases. During traction phase no voltage signal is 
passed to the motor and during recovery phase no traction force signal is passed to the 
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winch. The controller determines the phase by counting the length of the cable comparing 
it with the maximum and minimum value given as a parameter input. If the line length of 
the kite reaches its maximum given value then the controller switches the phase from 
traction to recovery and vice versa. Refer to Appendix H for a detailed illustration of the 
kite model and the controller model. 

 

4.3 Design Parameters 

The key parameters of the components used in modeling both the CAD model and 
simulation model of 20.5 kW kite power system are given in the following table. The other 
parameters are found in the appendices. 

Kite 

Area, A 25 m2 
 

Motor 

Rated power 3.5 kW 

Lift coefficient, CL 1 
 

Rated speed 1520 rpm 

Drag coefficient, CD 0.2 
 

Rated torque 22 Nm 

      
 

Weight 59 kg 

Tether 

Diameter, d 4 mm 
    

Drag coefficient, CD,c 1.2 
 

Generator 

Rated power 22 kW 

Mean breaking load 13.5 kN 
 

Rated speed 1548 rpm 

Maximum tether speed 4.3 m/s 
 

Rated torque 144 Nm 

  
   

Gear ratio 2 

Winch 

Outer diameter 130 mm 
 

Weight 115 kg 

Inner diameter 125 mm 
 

      

Length 350 mm 
 Freewheel 

Clutch 

Bore diameter 35 mm 

Material Steel 
 

Nominal torque 730 Nm 

Weight 10.4 kg 
 

Weight 4.9 kg 

Inertia 0.1 kg-m2 
 

      

      
 Centrifugal 

Clutch 

Sprocket teeth 14 

Bearing Bore diameter 35 mm 
 

Chain number 40 

   
  Weight 1.6 kg 

Coupling 

Bore diameter – 1 35 mm 
 

    

Bore diameter – 2 45 mm 
 

Chain 
Drive 

Speed ratio 2 

Weight 12 kg 
 

Larger sprocket teeth 28 

    
Smaller sprocket teeth 14 

Flywheel 

Mean diameter 460 mm 
 

Center distance 379 mm 

Rim thickness 117 mm 
 

Chain number 40 

Rim width 234 mm 
 

Chain strand 1 

Number of arms 6 
 

Chain length 1.029 m 

Mean speed 573 rpm 
 

Number of links 81 

Material Cast Iron 
 

    

Inertia 17 kg-m2 
 

Structure 

Material Steel 

Weight 326.3 kg 
 

Height 455 mm 

    
  

Plate thickness 12 mm 

Shafts 

Diameter 35 mm 
 

Square section size 50 mm 

Drive shaft length 674 mm 
 

L section size 35 mm 

Flywheel shaft length 340 mm 
 

Weight 235 kg 

Table 4.1: Design Parameters. 
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4.4 Results 

After building the CAD model and simulation model according to the design calculations, 
the following results have been studied. 

1. Speed and torque 

2. Generated power 

3. Consumed power 

4. Efficiency 

5. Weight 

The dynamic model was simulated for 100 seconds. The horizontal axes represent time 
and the vertical axes represent the respective output parameters plotted. 

The following graph shows the controller output for controlling the kiting operation in 15 
m line length. It is seen from the graph that the kite is pulled back to its initial altitude of 
700 m after it reaches its maximum altitude 715 m during traction.   

 

Figure 4.6: Kite altitudes after controlling with 15 m line length. 

The aerodynamic forces on the kite which cause traction on the tether is varying from 
around 4600 N to maximum 4800 N during the traction phases. Figure 4.7 shows the 
traction force distribution over a certain period of time.  

 

Figure 4.7: Traction force of tether. 

According to the design calculations of winch and motor in Chapter 3, the maximum 
winch speed was taken to be 650 rpm during traction. During the recovery phase, the 
motor was designed to rotate the winch at 750 RPM. The simulation plot in Figure 4.8 
shows the speed of the winch (blue line) during two alternating phases. The negative speed 
values refer to the recovery phases when the winch is rotating in reverse direction. The red 
line represents the flywheel speed simulation result with 17 kg-m2 inertia and 0.6 coefficient 
of fluctuation of speed. The speed is fluctuating between 700 rpm and 450 rpm with mean 
speed around 575 rpm. It should be noted that the winch speed and flywheel speed is same 
during the traction phase. The generator gearbox ratio was selected to be 2 which gives the 
final average speed (green line) around 1150 rpm.  It is seen from the graph that the rotor 
speed is conserved with some fluctuations throughout the whole period due to use of 
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freewheel and flywheel while the winch is rotating in totally reverse direction during 
recovery phases. 

 

Figure 4.8: Winch speed (blue), flywheel speed (red) and rotor speed (green). 

The generator torque as assumed to be a quadratic speed dependent load is represented by 
the red line. The winch and flywheel are exerting torque during the traction phases only 
(blue line) as shown in the graph below. Same torque is transmitted from the winch to 
flywheel as a lossless freewheel clutch model between winch and flywheel was assumed in 
the simulation model. 

 

Figure 4.9: Winch/flywheel torque (blue) and generator load torque (red). 

The following graphs show the power generated and consumed by the generator and 
motor respectively. The average value is given by red lines. Figure 4.10 shows the 
instantaneous power generated with maximum and minimum power value of 18.5 kW and 
5 kW respectively. The power consumed by the motor is shown in Figure 4.11.  

 

Figure 4.10: Instantaneous power (blue) and average power (red) generated. 

 

Figure 4.11: Instantaneous power (blue) and average power (red) consumed. 
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The efficiency is calculated on the basis of maximum power generated and maximum 
power consumed neglecting the friction and other losses. From the simulation results 
maximum power generated is 18.5 kW and maximum power consumed by the motor is 
3.5 kW. Hence, the theoretical efficiency of the designed kite power system is 81%. The net 
average power available over a certain period is 10.5 kW with mean flywheel torque and 
speed of 175 Nm and 575 rpm respectively. The estimated weight of the ground station is 
around 765 kg without any control electronics. 
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Conclusion 

The thesis paper has presented a study aimed to devise a new class of wind generator 
based on the innovative high altitude wind energy technology which exploits the 
aerodynamic forces generated by tethered airfoils to produce power. Theoretical studies, 
design calculations, modelling and simulations have been employed to achieve the results 
presented in this work. 

The thesis work started with studying various high altitude wind energy extraction 
concepts available and conceptualizing a kite power system for the design purpose. The 
selected concept concerns using single kite undergoing two alternating phases while 
generating power in traction phase and consuming power in recovery phase.  

The purpose was to design a driveline for continuous power output regardless of the kite’s 
phases. A non-interrupting power supply is achieved by using a flywheel as an energy 
reservoir which stores the excess energy produced during the traction phase and supplies it 
to the generator while the kite is in recovery phase carried out by a separate motor. The 
unidirectional motion of the flywheel rotation is obtained with the help of a freewheel 
clutch. The speed variation of the rotor is kept within a permissible range defined by the 
flywheel design. 

The major part of the thesis was to investigate the system using different tools. One of 
them was CAD and another one was simulations. A detailed CAD model of the ground 
station was built in Catia that works with the selected concept and its driveline was 
simulated in Dymola to investigate the power transmission behaviour. Some design 
calculations had to be done prior to the modeling and simulation of the selected kite power 
system. This design study includes determining the rated power of the system and sizing 
the driveline components according to the kite used with its pre-defined properties and 
operating constraints. 

The ground station is modeled in a way that it would be easier in assembling and 
dismantling the parts as well as enough scope for the maintenance and transporting the 
station. Safety from the rotating parts and protection for electrical machines from rain and 
dust are also been taken care of. Most of the driveline components have been selected from 
the available manufacturers according to the design criteria. The base structure of the total 
system is constructed bolting steel plates and beams together. Welding is avoided as much 
as possible for a precise design. The weight of the system is kept low by using fewer 
amounts of parts. The dynamic simulation model reflects the torque, speed and power 
behaviour of the designed ground station driveline as expected. The kite power unit was 
designed for 20.5 kW rated power and maximum 18.5 kW power is obtained from the 
simulation result. 
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Though the simulation results obtained appear to be encouraging but are based on a kite 
model taken from the literature which certainly can give only an approximate description 
of involved dynamics. A simple controlling strategy for open loop kite maneuvering system 
is adopted here to demonstrate the capability of high altitude wind power. Several factors 
have been disregarded while investigating the simulated results such as optimal trajectories 
of the kite for efficient power generation, driveline frictional losses, accurate kite dynamics, 
wind speed variations etc.  

It must be remarked that the model aimed for the thesis is related to a medium sized kite of 
25 m2 area generating maximum power of 20.5 kW. A conventional wind turbine of the 
same rated power weighs about 6 tons and costs about 70,000 euros. The expected weight 
and cost of the designed system is about 1 ton and 20,000 euros respectively. 

Kite systems allow extracting energy from wind at higher altitude than conventional wind 
turbines can reach at much lower cost per kilowatt-hour. In order to obtain a good 
performance and efficient power generation, a robust control of the system has to be 
implemented adaptable to changing wind conditions. To achieve fully automated 
operation, the kite’s flight path, elevation angle and modes of power transmission have to 
be adjusted automatically according to optimal set points in real time. Use of high efficiency 
airfoils may lead to further performance improvements. Even greater potentialities are 
offered by more efficient configurations.  
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Appendix A 
 

Structure 

 

 

Figure A-1: Ground station structure dimensions (top view and side view). 
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Square hollow structural sections – HSS: 

Current table represents cold formed, square hollow structural steel sections sizes, 
dimensions, properties, specifications. Manufactured according to standards: EN 
10219:1997 

 

 

Table A-1: Square beam specifications [22]. 
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L profile equal angles – Steel: 

Current table represents steel equal angles (L profile) sizes, dimensions, properties, 
specifications. Manufactured according to standards: STN 42 5550, EN 10024, DIN 1025 

 

 

 

Table A-2: L beam specifications [22]. 
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Appendix B 
 

Bearing 

 

Figure B-1: Bearing CAD model [17]. 

 

Figure B-2: Bearing specifications of Y-bearing flanged units, Y-TECH housing, square 
flange, grub screw locking [17]. 
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Appendix C 
 

Freewheel Clutch 

 

Figure C-1: Freewheel clutch CAD model - outside (left) and inside (right) [18]. 

 

 

Table C-1: Specifications of different freewheel clutches (FGR series) [18]. 
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Appendix D 
 

Centrifugal Clutch 

 

Figure D-1: Centrifugal clutch CAD model (both sides). 

 

Figure D-2: An illustration of the original sprocket centrifugal clutch [20]. 

 

Table D-1: Sprocket centrifugal clutch specifications [20]. 
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Appendix E 
 

Motor 

 

Figure E-1: Motor CAD model [21]. 

 

Figure E-2: Pre-selection chart [21]. 
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Table E-1: Motor dimensions [21]. 
 

 

Table E-2: Electrical characteristics of DC motors (model - MS 1122 M) [21]. 
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Appendix F 
 

Chain Drive 

The service factor (KS) is the product of various factors such as load factor (K1), lubrication 
factor (K2) and rating factor (K3). The values of these factors are taken as follows [15]: 

Load factor (K1) = 1, for constant load 

= 1.25, for variable load with mild shock 

= 1.5, for variable load with heavy shock 

Lubrication factor (K2) = 0.8, for continuous lubrication 

= 1, for drop lubrication 

= 1.5, for periodic lubrication 

Rating factor (K3) = 1, for 8 hours per day 

= 1.25, for 16 hours per day 

= 1.5, for continuous service 

 

Table F-1: Characteristics of roller chains according to IS: 2403 — 1991 [15]. 
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Table F-2: Factor of safety for bush roller and silent chains [15]. 
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Appendix G 
 

Generator 

 

 

 

Figure G-1: Generator CAD model [21]. 

 

Table G-1: Generator dimensions [21]. 
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Table G-2: Generator properties [21]. 
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Appendix H 
 

Simulation Model Components 

Kite: 

In simulation model, the kite component is giving traction force signals and drag force 
signals according to traction phase and recovery phase respectively which is determined by 
the kite position i.e. line length measurement. The illustration of the kite model is given 
below. 

 

Figure H-1: Kite simulation model. 

Here, the kite forces are calculated by using the equations stated in Chapter 2. Eq. (5) to 
(12) are implemented while building the above kite model in Dymola [24]. 
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Controller: 

The controller model is determining the operation phase by comparing the kite position to 
the given line length and passing the kite traction force signal to the winch model when its 
traction phase and voltage signal to the motor model as well as the kite drag force to the 
winch model when its recovery phase. The input parameter is the maximum line length. 
The illustration of the controller model is given below. 

 

Figure H-2: Controller simulation model. 

 

 

 


